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DETERMINED ADMISSIBLE SETS
J. P. AGUILERA
Abstract. It is shown that if there are ω2 Woodin cardinals and a measurable
cardinal above them, then there is a transitive model of Kripke-Platek set
theory containing R in which all games on R are determined.
1. Introduction
Given sets X and A ⊂ XN, the Gale-Stewart game of length ω on A is defined as
follows: two players, I and II, alternate turns playing elements of X infinitely many
times, producing a sequence x ∈ XN. Player I wins if x ∈ A; otherwise, Player II
wins. A is determined if one of the players has a winning strategy for this game.
The Axiom of Determinacy (AD) states that all Gale-Stewart games of length ω
on (subsets of) N are determined. Similarly, the Axiom of Real Determinacy (ADR)
states that all Gale-Stewart games of length ω on R are determined. Both axioms
are inconsistent with the Axiom of Choice, but are consistent with Zermelo-Fraenkel
set theory (ZF) without the Axiom of Choice, although this fact is not itself provable
in ZFC. To do this, one needs to make use of large cardinal axioms, strengthenings
of the axiom of infinity. A theorem of Woodin (see Koellner-Woodin [5] and Steel
[12]) states that ZF + AD is consistent if, and only if, ZFC is consistent with the
existence of infinitely many Woodin cardinals. Two unpublished theorems of Steel
and Woodin show that ZF+ADR is consistent if, and only if, ZFC is consistent with
the existence of a cardinal λ which is a limit of Woodin cardinals and of cardinals
which are <λ-strong. In particular, it is stronger than ZFC with a proper class of
Woodin cardinals.
Kripke-Platek set theory (KP) is a weak set theory studied for its recursion-
theoretic properties. Many results about recursion on N generalize to arbitrary sets
which satisfy all axioms of KP; these are called admissible sets. A natural question
is that of the strength of the theories KP+AD and KP+ADR (here, AD and ADR are
assumed to include a clause stating that the real numbers form a set—this is not a
consequence of KP). Clearly, ZF+AD proves the consistency of KP+AD, although
the latter theory is not significantly weaker than the former; e.g., KP+ AD proves
the consistency of ZFC with all finite amounts of Woodin cardinals, and much more
(see the remark at the end of this section). One may be led to conjecture that
KP+ ADR has similar consistency strength to that of ZF+ ADR. Here, we observe
that this is not the case at all:
Theorem 1. Suppose there are ω2 Woodin cardinals and a measurable cardinal
above them. Then, there is a transitive model of KP+ ADR containing all reals.
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The discrepancy between Steel and Woodin’s theorem on ADR and Theorem
1 can be explained by recalling the theorem (due independently to Martin and
Woodin, both unpublished) whereby ADR is equivalent (over, say, ZF + AD + DC)
to the assertion that all sets of reals are Suslin. The model M considered in the
proof below will satisfy that all sets are Suslin. However, even if one assumes that
it can be extended to a transitive model of ZF+ AD, the least such extension will
have many sets that are not Suslin.
For all undefined notions in what follows, we refer the reader to Kechris [3]. Let
Q be a quantifier on R and consider the language L(Q) of second-order arithmetic
augmented with a symbol for Q as a quantifier and constants for each element of R.
If one further extends the language by an additional predicate symbol, the notion
of a formula being positive is defined in the natural way. We write Ind(Q) for the
pointclass of all sets that are inductively definable by a positive operator which is
definable in L(Q). We also say:
A is Q-hyperprojective←→ A ∈ Ind(Q) ∧ R \A ∈ Ind(Q).
As is customary, we identify the real numbers R and the Baire space NN in what
follows.
Proof of the theorem. Given a set A ⊂ R2, write Ax = {y ∈ R : (x, y) ∈ A} and
define aRω2A to be the set of all x ∈ R such that Player I has a winning strategy in
the game of length ω2 on R with payoff Ax.
1 Write
a
R
ω2Σ
0
1 =
{
a
R
ω2A : A is open
}
.
We state two lemmata and postpone their proofs until the next section.
Lemma 1. Ind(aR) ⊂ aRω2Σ
0
1.
Lemma 2. Suppose that aR-hyperprojective games of length ω2 on N are de-
termined. Then every aR-hyperprojective game of length ω on R has a aR-
hyperprojective winning strategy.
By a theorem of Aczel [1], Ind(aR) is a Spector class on R. A theorem of
Moschovakis [8, Theorem 9E.1] then implies that there is an admissible set M
whose sets of reals are precisely the aR-hyperprojective sets.
To finish the proof of the theorem, suppose that there are ω2 Woodin cardinals
and a measurable cardinal above them. It follows from a theorem of Steel [13] that
the extender model M ♯
ω2
exists and is countably iterable. By work of Neeman [11,
Section 2], this implies that analytic games of length ω3 on N are determined. It
follows that games of length ω2 on N with payoff in aRω2Σ
0
1 are also determined
(this only needs open determinacy for games of length ω3; see the remark below).
By Lemma 1, aR-hyperprojective games of length ω2 on N are determined. By
Lemma 2, every aR-hyperprojective game of length ω on R has a aR-hyperprojective
winning strategy, so M satisfies ADR. 
Remark. (1) The converse of Lemma 1 is true, but was not used in the proof.
Similarly, determinacy for games of length ω2 on N with payoff in aRω2Σ
0
1
implies open determinacy for games of length ω3, but this implication was
1Fix some recursive wellordering of N in length ω3. This wellordering induces a bijection
between NN and Nω
3
. The space Nω
3
∼= (NN)ω
2
is considered with the topology induced by this
bijection.
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also not used in the proof; it can be shown by the argument of [2, Section
3] (having Player II be the closed player).
(2) The proof of Theorem 1 shows that if open games of length ω3 are deter-
mined, then there is a transitive model of KP + ADR containing all reals.
A similar argument shows that if open games of length ω2 are determined,
then there is a transitive model of KP + AD containing all reals. In this
case, the converse can be proved by using the Kechris-Woodin determinacy
transfer theorem [4].
(3) Woodin has shown that, over ZF + DC, ADR implies that every game of
fixed countable length with moves in N is determined. As the interested
reader will verify using the model M above, ZF cannot be replaced by KP
in the statement of Woodin’s theorem.
2. Proof of the lemmata
Given two strategies σ and τ , we denote by σ ∗ τ the result of facing them off
against each other. Given a strategy σ for a player and a sequence of moves x for
the opponent, we denote by σ(x) the unique play given by x which is consistent
with σ.
Proof of Lemma 1. We emphasize that the lemma is stated with no determinacy
assumptions. For every quantifier Q on R, a theorem of Aczel [1] shows that
Ind(Q) = {Q+uφ(u, ~x) : φ is projective},
where Q+ denotes the next quantifier of Q, given by
Q+uR(u)↔ Qx0 Q˘x1 ∃x2 ∀x3Qx4 . . . ∃nR(〈x0, x1, . . . , xn〉).
To prove the lemma, suppose A belongs to Ind(aR). By Aczel’s theorem, there is
an analytical φ and some sequence ~a of parameters in R such that
x ∈ A↔ (aR)+uφ(u, x,~a).
By definition of (aR)+,
x ∈ A↔ aRx0 a˘
Rx1 . . . ∃nφ(〈x0, . . . , xn〉, x,~a).
This means that x ∈ A if, and only if, Player I has a winning strategy in the
following game G of length ω:
(1) During a turn k of one of the forms 4n or 4n+ 3, Player I plays a strategy
σk for a game of length ω on R;
(2) During a turn k of one of the forms 4n + 1 or 4n + 2, Player II plays a
strategy σk for a game of length ω on R.
Letting xk be the real coding σ2k ∗ σ2k+1 (which is an infinite sequence of reals),
Player I wins if, and only if there is n such that φ(〈x0, . . . , xn〉, x,~a) holds.
For simplicity, let us assume that φ is Σ11, so that
φ(u, x,~a)↔ ∃y ∈ R ∀mR(u ↾ m,x ↾ m,~a ↾ m, y ↾ m),
for some recursive relation R.
Let us define an open game H of length ω2 with moves on R and open payoff
which determines membership in A. The game consists of infinitely many blocks,
each of length ω, and has two stages.
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(1) During turns (ω ·n, ω · (n+1)), if the game is in the first stage, then players
I and II alternate turns playing real numbers xn0 , x
n
1 , . . ., etc. If n is even,
then Player I begins; if n is odd, then Player II begins. Denote by xn the
real coding the infinite sequence (xn0 , x
n
1 , . . .).
(2) During turn ω · n, player I may decide to advance the game to the second
stage, if she has not done so before.
(3) If so, then Player I must play some y ∈ R.
(4) If so, Player II must respond with some m ∈ N.
Player I wins the game if, and only if, there is some n such that the game advances
to the second stage on turn ω · n, and if y ∈ R and m ∈ N are the two numbers
played immediately afterwards, then
R(〈x0, x1, . . . , xn〉 ↾ m,x ↾ m,~a ↾ m, y ↾ m),
where xi = (xi0, x
i
1, . . .).
Now, suppose Player I has a winning strategy Σ in H . Then she has one in G:
during a turn k of one of the forms 4n or 4n + 3, Player I plays the restriction of
Σ to the next ω-many moves of the game. Player II’s move during turn 4n+ 1 or
4n+ 2 is a strategy which, when applied to Σ, yields a real which we will denote
by x2n or x2n+1, according to the parity of k. Since Σ is winning for Player I,
whenever she plays by the strategy just described, there will be an n ∈ N such that
Player I can play some y ∈ R which ensures that
∀mR(〈x0, x1, . . . , xn〉 ↾ m,x ↾ m,~a ↾ m, y ↾ m),
so the strategy described ensures winning G.
Conversely, if Player I has a winning strategy Σ in G, then she has one in H ,
obtained from using, rather than playing, the strategies provided by Σ. Since
Σ is a winning strategy, there can be no infinite play 〈x0, xi, . . .〉 such that
φ(〈x0, . . . , xn〉, x,~a) holds for no n ∈ N. Thus, for any play obtained in this way,
there will be a least n for which φ(〈x0, . . . , xn〉, x,~a) holds. Player I can then decide
to advance the game to the second stage during turn ω ·n, after which she can play
a real number witnessing φ. This proves the lemma. 
The proof of Lemma 2 requires some preliminary observations. The first one
we isolate as Lemma 3 below. Lemmata 2 and 3 are both easy consequences of
the proofs of known theorems, but not of the statements. We refer the reader to
Moschovakis [10] for the definitions of all undefined notions in what follows.
Lemma 3. Suppose games of length ω2 on N with aR-hyperprojective payoff are
determined. Then Ind(aR) has the scale property.
Proof. The proof is somewhat standard, so we only sketch it. The key result which
we need is one of Martin [6, Corollary 7.2] by which if a pointclass Γ has the scale
property and games of length ω2 on Γ are determined, then aRΓ has the scale
property.
Afterwards, the proof is much like the argument of Moschovakis [9] for showing
that inductive sets admit inductive scales: one verifies that for every operator φ(X)
in which X appears positively and which is definable in the language L(aR), every
stage φλ of the inductive definition on φ admits a scale which is aR-hyperprojective.
As in [9], this transfinite recursion can be carried out effectively, using the recur-
sion theorem and the fact that the theorem on the transfer of scales from a set
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A to aRA has an effective proof (this is the case because the definitions of the
scales are written down in [6]), to show that each scale constructed this way is in
fact aR-hyperprojective. Finally the same construction, together with the Stage
Comparison Theorem, yields a scale on φ∞ which is in Ind(aR). This proves the
lemma. 
A consequence of the preceding argument is (much like in the case of Ind)
that if games of length ω2 on N with payoff in Ind(aR) are determined, then aR-
hyperprojective sets have aR-hyperprojective scales.
Recall that, by our convention for dealing with games of length ω on R, a run of
one these games (i.e., an infinite sequence of reals) is identified with the (single) real
coding it. We will also assume that if x is a real coding an n-tuple (x0, . . . , xn−1)
and k < n, then the first k digits of x depend only on x0, . . . , xk−1; similarly for
codes of infinite sequences. This has the consequence that, if (x0, x1, . . .) is an
infinite sequence, then, letting yk code (x0, . . . , xk−1) for all k ∈ N and y code
(x0, x1, . . .), we have
lim
k→∞
yk = y.
Proof of Lemma 2. One way of proving this is to adapt the argument for the Third
Periodicity Theorem of Moschovakis [10, Theorem 6E.1] to games on R. Let A be
a aR-hyperprojective set and identify it with the game on R it induces. Assume
without loss of generality that it is Player I who has a winning strategy.
Following Moschovakis’ proof, define Wk to be the collection of all (k+1)-tuples
of reals from which Player I has a winning strategy in A. Let ψk be the norm defined
as in [10, Theorem 6E.1] and call a sequence of reals of odd length (a0, . . . , ak) ∈Wk
minimal if
(a0, . . . , ak−1, ak) ≤ψk (a0, . . . , ak−1, b)
for all b ∈ R. By inspecting the definition and appealing to Lemma 3, it is easy
to see that ψk can be taken to be a
R-hyperprojective. The point of this norm is
that it is shown as part of the proof of [10, Theorem 6E.1] that if a ∈ RN is an
infinite play such that a ↾ 2k + 1 is minimal for all k, then a is a win for Player
I in A (this uses our remark on the convergence of codes before the beginning of
this proof). Since ψk is a
R-hyperprojective, the collection of all minimal (codes for
finite) tuples of reals is aR-hyperprojective.
In [10], where games on N are being played, the definable winning strategy is
obtained by playing the least number which is minimal in each turn. When playing
games on R, one cannot do that, but the problem can be fixed in the obvious way:
Since aR-hyperprojective sets are (of course) closed under ∀R, a theorem of
Moschovakis [7] implies that every aR-hyperprojective set can be uniformized by a
aR-hyperprojective function. Hence, there is a aR-hyperprojective function f such
that if u is a tuple of reals of even length in Wk, then f(u) ∈ R is minimal. The
winning strategy for Player I is to play f(u) whenever it is defined. This completes
the proof of the lemma. 
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